Infinity basslink wiring diagram

Quick Links. Infinity owner's manual powered subwoofers bu, bu, bu 17 pages. Page 3:
Specifications DC Offset Dimensions: Weight Infinity continually strives to update and improve
existing products, as well as create new ones. The specifications and construction details in
this and related Infinity publications are therefore subject to change without notice. For more
system ideas, see your authorized Infinity car-audio dealer. BassLink audio connections for a
head unit equipped with two line-level RCA outputs and two speaker-level outputs. BassLink
audio connections for a head unit equipped with four speaker-level outputs. Page 7: Controls
And Functions 5. Listen to your system, making a mental note If necessary, consult your
authorized Infinity of the amount of upper bass being reproduced. Page 8: Troubleshooting see
Tuning BassLink on the previous page. Head-unit output is distorted or blown. See your
authorized Infinity car audio dealer. Page 9: Test Setup Procedure Cables should be connected
to an integrated amplifier fed by the signal generator. Turn on generator and adjust so that
speaker level input at the amplifier is mV, 40 Hz. Turn GAIN control full clockwise. Bass
response should be heard and felt. Green servo light should not be illuminated. Page
Schematics BassLink Schematics Page 31 BassLink Schematics Cont. Page Packaging
BassLink Packaging Page 33 Basslink Version with remote level control jack Basslink X Page
Service Bulletin Inf 1 Set the unit on a padded surface and remove all external cables. Unplug
ribbon cable at M and Molex speaker connector at M; remove amplifer. Page Block Diagram
Block Diagram Page 40 Main PCB Page 47 Part Description j10 R, jk3 R, Capacitors fz C,,,,,,,,, ,,,
fka03 C j C m50 C m50 C, m16 C, m16 C m16 C m16 C m50 C m16 C, m25 C m25 C
Semiconductors D D, da Q ba Q Page 48 Part Description j26 R, j26 R j26 R j26 R j26 R, j26 R,,
j26 R, j26 R,, j26 R j26 R j26 R vb VR vb VR, Capacitors aj C aj C aj C,,, aj C aj C bk C bk C,,, Page
Schematics Schematics Cont. This manual is also suitable for: Basslink Basslink x. Print page 1
Print document 56 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR. Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore
password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. Quick Links. See also: Service Manual.
BassLink has been designed to provide the kind of. To ensure maximum performance,.
Although these instructions. If you feel you do not have the. Remember to keep this manual and
your sales receipt. Basslink series w - w powered subwoofer system, multichannel amplifier
expansion, w powered pickup, suv, hatchback subwoofer system 2 pages. Infinity owner's
manual powered subwoofers bu, bu, bu 17 pages. Summary of Contents for Infinity BassLink
Page 1: Thank You Although these instructions explain how to install the BassLink in a general
sense, they do not show the specific installation methods for your particular vehicle. If you feel
you do not have the necessary tools or experience, do not attempt the installation yourself; In
any case, the BassLink must not compartment and cargo area, reproduced interfere with the
safe operation of the vehicle. Print page 1 Print document 4 pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR.
Don't have an account? Sign up! Restore password. Upload from disk. Upload from URL. After
installing a new head unit I decided I wanted the same bass-punch I have in the Jeep. I didn't
need to think about it very much. The same Basslink unit that works so well for me in the Jeep
was a logical choice for the Crossfire. It is a good fit for the back compartment, is easy to
install, and offers great sound. Connect the pre-amp outputs from the head unit to the
subwoofer. Run the remote power relay lead from the head unit to the subwoofer. The drawings
might make it look more complicated than it really is, but I provide them for my own future
reference The only thing that disappointed me about the Infinity Basslink package was the lack
of power leads and the assumption that people would be using speaker-level output to connect
to the subwoofer. I guess that must be the most common configuration. As such, there was a
whole bunch of wire and connectors that I could not use. And I would have to make up or
purchase my own power leads. Here is what I ended up using to make the connections:. It came
with two RCA leads, a power lead, remote power on lead, and ground lead, plus connectors,
wire ties, and everything necessary. Here is a logical view of the stereo system. Here is the
updated component layout and wiring. The major components may be clicked to see more
details about them. In actual practice, the wiring was fairly time consuming. The wires needed to
be routed from the front of the vehicle to the back, through all manner of obstacles. My goal was
to make it as clean as possible. I also wanted to choose a path that avoided passing things that
generate electrical interference noise , like fan motors, my air compressor, the fuel pump, stuff
like that. First I put connectors on the power and ground leads. Once the connectors were on, I
ran the wire through the firewall, through the same large hole that I have run everything else,
coming through in the passenger compartment. I popped the head unit and added the remote
power on connector, and the left and right subwoofer leads. These I fished down through the
dash and under the console and out the back of the console past the seat. From there I routed
the all the wires underneath the passenger side edge of the console past the seat. There I
threaded the lead under the console and out the other side. I put loom covering on the wires
and ran them over the bulkhead and down to the subwoofer. I attached the supplied ground wire

inside the tail light compartment to a screw holding the tail light. I added a couple feet of wire to
the ground wire because it was pretty short by the time I fished it down inside the carpeting that
covers the rear compartment. I hooked everything up - Left and right RCA connectors, volt plus
and ground, and remote turn on lead. Next I turned on the head unit and activated the
subwoofer channel. I re-ran the auto TA-EQ set-up with the microphone that comes with the
head unit to get the best timing and EQ settings for the new configuration. Next I need to install
the remote level control. With everything working, it was time to decide how to secure the unit
to the car. I decided I didn't want to drill holes in the floor of the cargo area. And anyway the
floor was pretty thin and flimsy. Not only would holes damage it, but the stability of the floor
would not lend itself to the best sound quality possible from the Basslink. It would vibrate too
much and cancel the sound coming from the unit. I decided to use a piece of heavy plywood I
had to duplicate the floor panel. Under this I decided to put a 4-inch deep storage drawer. Then I
covered the floor with carpet to match the car. I left room for the floor panel to open and clear
the roof of the car, and put a prop in the storage drawer to allow me to prop open the cover. I
put some wood on the inside of the floor to interlock it to the drawer so that it would not vibrate
or shift around during spirited driving. The two shown here fit into the corner of the two
compartments on the left with the separator passing through the gap in between them, and the
far edges up against the left sides. These are on both sides of the cover and keep it from
moving. I drilled holes for the mounting brackets of the Infinity Basslink and installed some
bolts with locking nuts and neoprene washers to prevent them from vibrating loose and to
insulate them. I had a piece of carpet left which I decided to leave in the car since it's large
enough to cover the subwoofer with as a means of concealing it when I have to park in places
where I'd rather not draw any more attention than necessary. With all this done, I put my road
gear in the storage drawer jumper cables, cleaning supplies, radar detector carry case, etc and
put my windbreaker, tote back and larger emergency kit back in their usual places. Even though
I lost 15" x 15" to the subwoofer and the floor is 4" more shallow than before, the storage is
more organized, and the improvement in the stereo sound is well worth the trade-off! Crossfire
Maintenance and Modification. Initial Car Purchase. Return to Crossfire. BassLink sets a new
standard for in-vehicle bass reproduction. Four low-level inputs provide non-fading bass. Four
high-level inputs also provide non-fading bass and the ability to easily interface BassLink with
most factory sound systems. BassLink can be mounted vertically or horizontally thanks to its
unique mounting system. Basslink provides user-adjustable input sensitivity, crossover
frequency and bass-boost, allowing BassLink's performance to be optimized for any
installation. If you are looking for quality bass reproduction for your car without sacrificing
significant space, then look no further than BassLink. Small in size but big in output, BassLink
requires a mere. BassLink consists of a inch subwoofer, inch passive radiator and a watt Class
D amplifier housed in a rigid polymer enclosure, all carefully engineered to work together as a
unique, integrated system. The extremely versatile BassLink accepts both speaker- and
line-level inputs, and it provides an internal low-pass filter, proprietary signal processing and
abundant amplification. By integrating cone-excursion information with the instantaneous
demands of the music, BassLink can extract loud and deep bass from an enclosure smaller
than any before. BassLink includes a fixed, 2nd-order, high-pass filter that eliminates the
possibility of over-excursion below Fb, the resonant tuned frequency of the vented box. This
allows the excursion-monitoring circuit to focus on the excursion at the more meaningful
frequencies at and above Fb. The result is a significant increase in bass output. At maximum
gain, the system can accept inputs as low as mV. If using the speaker-level inputs, an
audio-sense circuit will turn on the amplifier whenever a signal is present. If the RCAs are used,
a volt, remote-turn-on lead is required. The system has barrier strip connections for power,
ground and remote turn-on. Performance Details 10" subwoofer and 10" passive radiator
BassLink can be mounted vertically or horizontally using its unique mounting system. BassLink
provides user-adjustable input sensitivity, crossover frequency and bass-boost. This allows
BassLink's performance to be optimized for any installation. Four low-level inputs provide
nonfading bass. High-level inputs allow interface with most factory systems. Rigid-polymer
chassis withstands the rigors of the road. Initial Purchase. Provencher All Rights Reserved.
Contents of this Web Site may not be used without written permission. Updated Component
Wiring Diagram click on components for write-ups. For years, manufacturers have attempted to
create a plug-and-play bass solution for car audio. One that delivers thunderous bass but
occupies a minimum of space. Constrained by traditional technologies, past attempts have
failed. Infinity , inventor of servo-controlled subwoofer systems, has adapted the technology
developed for its finest home audio loudspeakers to create BassLink , a groundbreaking
automotive subwoofer. Click or the [ BACK ] button on your browser to return to the previous
page. The wiring layout is pretty simple: Connect the pre-amp outputs from the head unit to the

subwoofer. Run a power lead to the battery with the inline 20a fuse. Ground the subwoofer to
the body. Wiring The only thing that disappointed me about the Infinity Basslink package was
the lack of power leads and the assumption that people would be using speaker-level output to
connect to the subwoofer. Radio Devices. External Devices. Sat Antenna. USB Device. Generic
Device. Cable Splitter. USB Cable. Blue Tooth. Mini Cable. External 1. External 2. BT Audio. XM
Satellite Radio. HD Radio. Head Unit. Auxiliary Stereo Cable. Factory Tweeter. Factory Power
Amp. Factory Mid-range. Factory Sub-Woofer. Added Speakers. Speaker Array. Powered
Sub-Woofer. Device Specifications. Variable Electronic Crossover:. Infinity, the inventor of
servo-controlled subwoofer systems, has adapted the technology developed for the finest
home-audio loudspeakers to create BassLink, a groundbreaking automotive powered
subwoofer. Designed to deliver low frequencies in virtually any car audio system, BassLink
truly has universal appeal. BassLink can be mounted vertically or horizontally using its unique
mounting system. I have bypassed the stock bose amp in my without much issue all it took was
staring at the wiring diagrams and schematics in the factory service manual. You would
effectively only be running power from the battery and creating some new wiring to interface
with the basslink and for grounding purposes. Infinity basslink wiring diagram. Wiring diagram
color code. Infinity basslink enclosed subwoofer sounddomaincom plus shipping monster
basic amplifier hookup kit any local auto stereo store 30 mounting screws for sub brackets. I
prefer to use this wiring diagram and color code for any tapping work. Gallery of infinity
basslink wiring harness carbonvote mudit blog with diagram infinity basslink dc powered
subwoofer with watt amp and 10 sub for basslink wiring diagram. Posted on december 18 april
16 by volovetsinfo. The only thing that disappointed me about the infinity basslink package was
the lack of power leads and the assumption that people would be using speaker level output to
connect to the subwoofer. Basslink top enclosure h black abs basslink x top enclosure h black
abs basslink woofer 10 4 ohm basslink x woofer 10 4 ohm logo infinity basslink passive radiator
basslink x passive radiator mica isolator to 18 x 13mm. View and download infinity basslink
service manual online. As such there was a whole bunch of wire and connectors that i could not
use. Basslink subwoofer pdf manual download. I guess that must be the most common
configuration. Basslink Html. Search This Blog. Home infinity basslink wiring diagram Infinity
Basslink Wiring Diagram. Infinity Basslink Wiring Diagram I have bypassed the stock bose amp
in my without much issue all it took was staring at the wiring diagrams and schematics in the
factory service manual. Next Post. Previous Post. Comment Policy: Silahkan tuliskan komentar
Anda yang sesuai dengan topik postingan halaman ini. Komentar yang berisi tautan tidak akan
ditampilkan sebelum disetujui. Buka Komentar. Tutup Komentar. Adsense Right Sidebar.
Popular Posts. Nc Wiring Diagram. Edwards Doorbell Wiring Diagram. Gibson Bass Guitar
Wiring Diagram. Infinity Basslink Wiring Diagram. Headrest Monitor Wiring Diagram. Honda
Navigation Wiring Diagram. Dragonfire Humbucker Wiring Diagram. Cat6a Wiring Diagram.
Random Posts. By korey Here is how to install an Infinity Basslink powered subwoofer in a Ford
Ranger. The rear jump seat I found to be useless so I had already removed it, I am too tall to be
able to drive with someone sitting behind me. If you still have yours you will need to remove it.
Now we are going to need a way to get power to the amplifier in the unit. We are going to need
to drill a hole in the firewall for this, remove the fuse box pictured and you will be able to see
where you can safely drill a hole. To drill the hole use a step drill bit, it will drill through it like
butter. You can use tape or a marker to mark the bit so you know when to stop. The hole is
drilled, do not forget to use a rubber grommet. You can pick up a small box for a few bucks at a
local hardware store. Before you run your wire you will need to add a ring terminal to the end of
it. Strip the wire with a sharp razor blade, slide a piece of shrink tubing over the wire, slide the
terminal on, then use a chisel and a hammer to crimp it. There are other methods you can use
but this is the one I prefer, just put the chisel on the terminal and give it a few good whacks.
Then slide the heat shrink over it and shrink it. Use a quality wiring kit, I used a Tsunami dual
amp kit since I plan on later adding another amp and the kit came with everything I need. The kit
uses 4awg power wire, but if you are only doing a Basslink you can use 8awg. Bolting the unit
straight to the floor would look stupid and horrible. Use MDF to build a mounting base. You can
use cardboard to make the mount and to test how well it will fit, then trace the pieces on the
MDF and cut them out with a jigsaw. Also run your power wire under the carpet to the box, just
remove and then reinstall the trim panels to do this. Another picture of how it will sit. To carpet
the box you will need spray adhesive as well as a not pictured staple gun and staples. You can
also see I added a small piece of MDF to the front of the mount after rethinking my original idea.
Carpeting the box is somewhat tricky but is not too bad. Here is how I learned how to carpet the
box correctly, I suggest you watch it. With the box out of the way not it is time to run signal
wires. Most aftermarket stereos will have RCA subwoofer outputs on the back as pictured here.
The unit also has to know when to turn on, the remote wire will take care of this. Again, use a

quality cable. These are shielded cables that came with the Tsunami kit, only one cable will be
needed. The kit also comes with a remote turn on wire, you can use a butt connector for this but
I used a different male one since my remote output had a female connector on it already. Always
run the signal wire s down the opposite side as the power cable. Remove the trim panels and
run the wire. Keep running the wire back under the carpet until you get to the spot where the
mount is. Your going to need a ground too, use some sandpaper to remove the paint in the spot
where you want your ground to be. Now put the base back and then put the Basslink on top of it
and line it up to where you would like it. Use the included screws to secure the Basslink to the
mount. Also strip and attach the appropriate terminals to the ends of the wires once you cut
them to length. All of these terminals are included with the Tsunami amp install kit. Here is how
it looks when done, from another angle. Now install your inline fuse, install it as close to the
battery as possible. Any wire before the fuse is unprotected. This fuse also displays volts, some
may like this but I chose to swap it out for a plain fuse holder shortly after installing it. Connect
power and ground on the battery and you are almost done! Now, follow the instructions on how
to tune the built in amplifier as well as turn on the HPF on your headunit so you can block bass
from your speakers and send it only to the subwoofer. This process takes only a minute or two
and when you are done you are ready to enjoy some bass! Also, it is optional but included in
the box is a remote level adjustment, this connects using a cable similar to a phone cable and
can be placed wherever you would like. More Articles:. Your question might be answered by
sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are
posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. The BassLink line includes
everything you need for great bass in your car, with no hassle. This system includes a round
inch woofer, a round inch passive radiator and a watt Class D amplifier, plus all the controls you
need to integrate its sound with your existing system. It can be mounted vertically or
horizontally for easy placement in any car. Everything you need for great bass in your car, with
no hassle. Click to enlarge. Remote level control included. Mount BassLink vertically or
horizontally. Designed to deliver low frequencies in virtually any car audio system, BassLink
truly has universal appeal. Small in size but big in output, BassLink requires a mere. BassLink
consists of a inch subwoofer, inch passive radiator and a watt Class D amplifier housed in a
rigid polymer enclosure, all carefully engineered to work together as a unique, integrated
system. The extremely versatile BassLink accepts both speaker- and line-level inputs, and it
provides an internal low-pass filter, proprietary signal processing and abundant amplification.
The BassLink system features a servo-control circuit that continually monitors the voice coil's
position in the magnetic gap and prevents the distortion that occurs when a conventional
woofer is overdriven. By integrating cone-excursion information with the instantaneous
demands of the music, BassLink can extract loud and deep bass from an enclosure smaller
than any before. BassLink includes a fixed, 2nd-order, high-pass filter that eliminates the
possibility of over-excursion below Fb, the resonant tuned frequency of the vented box. This
allows the excursion-monitoring circuit to focus on the excursion at the more meaningful
frequencies at and above Fb. The result is a significant increase in bass output. User-adjustable
controls allow listeners to set the system's response to achieve optimum performance based on
the vehicle's cabin gain or transfer function. At maximum gain, the system can accept inputs as
low as mV. BassLink can accept up to four channels of input--to provide nonfading bass--either
from line-level signals through four RCA jacks or from high-level signals through a pair of Molex
connectors, allowing BassLink to be easily connected to OEM systems. If using the
speaker-level inputs, an audio-sense circuit will turn on the amplifier whenever a signal is
present. If the RCAs are used, a volt, remote-turn-on lead is required. The system has barrier
strip connections for power, ground and remote turn-on. No wiring included except the remote
gain control unit wire. Only includes subwoofer build in amp and controls , remote gain control,
and wire. Skip to main content. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused
condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to
your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb
27 Order within 1 hr and 20 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your
transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security
system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold by.
Amazing Dealzzz. Infinity Basslink Wat Include Add a Protection Plan:. Malfunctions covered
after the manufacturer's warranty. Power surges covered from day one. Most claims approved
within minutes. Add No Thanks. Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Image Unavailable Image not
available for Color:. Brand: Infinity. Style: Subwoofer. Product Packaging: Standard Packaging.
Customers who bought this item also bought. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Register a free business account.
Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again

later. Compare with similar items. Customer Reviews 4. Would you like to tell us about a lower
price? Warranty [PDF ]. Important information Legal Disclaimer No wiring included except the
remote gain control unit wire. See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings
calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer
bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer
images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the
United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. I cant
believe how much the factory sound system was improved simply by adding this. If you are
looking for bass that would rattle and shatter windows, this is not the product for you. Sounds
Awesome! Images in this review. I purchased this almost 6 weeks ago. Like most others have
said, I needed low end and bass for my Truck Stereo System. I was limited to the size of 5x7 or
6x8. The speakers sound great with wonderful highs and mids, but only moderate lows. I
purchased this to fill in the void of my system. First off, build quality is great. I mounted it
behind my passenger seat laying down. No one ever sits in my cab bench seats except my
dogs. I have no worries they will harm it. Sound quality is amazing for what it is. It is important
to dial it in right to really experience the quality of the Sub. I hooked it up directly to my head
unit, so most of the physical controls on the Sub were bypassed. But I played with them anyway
out of paranoia, lol. I set the Sub gain to 80 percent. After playing, Phase 0. Crossover on the
sub does nothing to the unit nor does LPF. Bass Boost I set to the middle. I did not connect the
remote, although I have been thinking about it. I can easily control the levels from my unit. Once
installed and played with, I really dialed it in using my Head Unit. I am fortunate enough to have
extended audio controls, similar to a home AV Receiver. I adjust the bass volume through my
head unit. I played with several different volumes across a wide range of music. Believe it or
not, I settled for -8db on the Sub. Music plays wonderfully. The bass is an extension of the
sound and I cannot tell which direction it is coming from, which is what you want. It is not
overpowering and doesn't drown out the other speakers' tones. I can make it louder, can make it
boom, but that is not to my musical tastes. At -8 it hits hard when the low pass frequencies call
for it like Super Bon Bon by Soul Couphing or it is softly felt and present in songs like Perfect
Moment by Darden Smith. All without changing a setting. The bass mix in her music is just
awful, lol. I am very very pleased with this self-powered Subwoofer and its amp. I couldn't have
asked for more. If you want to rattle business windows a block away, you need a couple of 12s
with dedicated amps. If you want add wonderful low end to a well balanced system, this is the
product for you. All the clarity and more power than any reasonable man needs. A little hard to
find a place in my small trunk to mount it well. Remember how much this wants to rattle, and
mount it securely. Had it for years with no problems. Newer cars these days have systems in
them that sound pretty good. I wasn't willing to give up my trunk and didn't want the hassle of
bunch of amps and trying to get it to work with the BMW head unit didn't want an ugly
aftermarket radio It provides enough bass to be felt and audibly it'll play down to 20 HZ- verified
with my test tone discs. Very impressive. This is my 3rd one i've installed in my various vehicles
over the years, it's inexpensive, easy to integrate sonically adjustable gains, 40 HZ boost
flexible installation options- high and low level inputs , and takes up little space. If you are
looking for a practical way to get good low end response and good sound, this is the answer.
It's exactly how a single 10" powered by a W amp typically sounds, except slightly smaller in
footprint and it's all built in, so no figuring out where to hide the amp, etc. Bottom line- if you
want to be heard rolling around, this is NOT the solution. It's not going to replace a single 15" or
even a pair of 10" subs in a huge box. If you are willing to sacrifice your entire trunk for bassmove on, this is NOT your solution. On the other hand, if you want your trunk, and you are
happy with the way the rest of the system sounds and just wish your factory system had a bit
more bottom end, this is for you. PS if you are installing this in a car with a sealed trunk LIke an
E39 BMW - you'll need to vent the bass into the cabin, I took a UNI BIT drill bit and punched out
behind the back seat - the metal firewall in the trunk, where the armrest would be and gave it the
swiss cheese treatment and filed down the rough edges. You can definitely hear the bass in the
cabin now One person found this helpful. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries.
Translate all reviews to English. Translate review to English. Report abuse Translate review to
English. Send quickly, as advertised,would recommend. Report abuse. Per ampliare il primo
impianto di serie e per piccoli impianti e perfetto. Suona molto bene ed anche molto bello da
vedere. Spedizione arrivata in anticipo di un giorno. Pages with related products. See and
discover other ite
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ms: amp sub , passive radiator , small car amp , subwoofer crossover , subwoofer accessories
, Infinity Speakers. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon
Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment
Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Drive In Car Audio. White Wonder. Amazon
Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers.
Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on
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